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.9STRACT
This report describes a preliminary design effort directed toward
a low-concentration -ratio photovoltaic array system based on 1984
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the Space Shuttle's payload bay, has a stowage volume of a cube with
3.24 meters on a side. The concentrator elements are sized for a
geometric ccncentration ratio (GCR) of six with an aperture area of
0.5 mete : s x 0.5 meters.
Volume 1 discusses the structural analysis and design
trades leading to the baseline design. It describes the configura-
tion, as well as optical, thermal and electrical performance analyses
that support the design and overall performance estimates for the
array. Experimental results are also presented for a concentrator
element using both silicon and gall um arsenide solar panels. They
confirm the preliminary design enalysis and performance estimates.
Recommendations are provided for future development effort for low
earth orbit application. Vol— 2 provides drawings for the
preliminary design configuration and for the test hardware that
was fabricated for design evaluation and test.
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1. 0 P RELI MIN ARY DESIGN DRAWINGS
1.1 DISCUSSION
The solar array preliminary design developed under this program is
described in a set of 30 level-one drawings. These drawings and their
relationships are depicted in the drawing tree shown in Figure 1. Together
with their associated callouts and specifications, the drawings provide a
physical description of two variants of a 1320 m 2 solar array module
(deployed area), one fitted with silicon solar cells and the other with
gallium arse-iide solar cells. The requirements, trades and analytical
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1.2	 DESIGN DRAWINGS
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5. V416-935100, sheets 1 of 2 and 2 of 2
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2.0 TEST HARDWARE DRAWINGS
2.1 DISCUSSION
The hardware required to carry out experitm tal activities under this
program are listed in the drawing tree depicted in Figure 2. There are a
total of 21 drawings, of several types. Some provide information for sub-
' contractors; others were used to construct Rockm 11-fabricated components.
, .e tests and experiments performed using the resulting hardware are fully
described in Vol. 1 of this report.
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3.0 PRELIMINARY MANUFACTURING FLOW AND BUILD PLAN
3.1 DISCUSSION
In Section 8.3 of Volume 1 a test plan is described for a ground and
flight demonstration array. The following two diagrams show the fabrication
sequence for assembling the basic unit of such an array (see Section 4.0 of
Volume 1), consisting of one pair of canister-mast assemblies and eight rows
of concentrators. The first diagram shows assembly of concentrator rows and
solar panels. The second diagram describes construction of the structural
elements and their integration with the rows of concentrator elements.
3.2 FLOW AND BUILD DIAGRAMS
1. Assembly of Concentrator Elements
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